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A B S T R A C T 
 

The rationale behind the study at hand is to trace the question of whether spontaneous 
utterance-initial phrases are prosodically different from the rest of an utterance. In an 
interview setting, 16 speakers from two different Swiss-German dialect regions were 
recorded. The subjects, grammar school students, were asked questions about their plans 
after school, their free time etc. The students’ answers were divided into empty pauses, 
filled pauses, first phrases, and the rest of the utterance. Fundamental frequency (F0) 
measurements indicate that there are significant changes in F0 from the filler to the first 
phrase and from the first phrase to the rest of the utterance in both speaker groups. Results 
further show the prevalence of two patterns in F0 alterations: one pattern demonstrates a 
steady declination in F0 from the filled pause to the first phrase and the rest of the 
utterance while the other pattern features a low F0 in the filled pause followed by an F0-
increase in the first phrase and again ending in a declination in F0 for the rest of the 
utterance. It is further shown that Valais speakers present longer and more pauses than 
Bernese speakers do – a fact that may be important for conversation analysts. From the 
results it follows that if models of intonation are to be set up, first phrases and possible 
preceding filled and empty pauses must be given special consideration in the 
conceptualization of the models. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Spontaneous and prepared speech differ in several ways. Abercrombie (1966) 
characterizes the latter as having a standardized intonation pattern, little variation in 
tempo, pauses that are set according to grammatical structures and as possessing little or 
no disfluency. The former, in contrast, may feature the omission of syntactic elements as 
well as the overwhelming presence of fillers and hesitations. Abercrombie advocates the 
study of “genuine spoken language” (ibid.: 9) in the same way Fox Tree believes that 
“[t]he phenomena that are the hallmark of spontaneous talk have often been thought of as 
unwanted elements of speech, unfortunate by-products of speaking on the fly. However, 
another way of viewing these phenomena is as an integral part of the communicative 
enterprise” (2000: 376), a stance this study, too, affiliates itself with. 

Intonation and speech rate seem to be the most researched aspects of prosody in 
contrastive analyses between spontaneous and prepared speech. In terms of pitch, Swerts 
et al. (1996) found that the F0 tends to be higher in read-aloud tasks than in spontaneous 
speech; while in spontaneous speech, intonation is more varied (Syrdal 1996). Speech 
rate, too, is higher in conversational speech, which leads to reductions in vowels. Speech 
disfluencies, such as filled and empty pauses and hesitation phenomena, are, too, a typical 
characteristic of spontaneous speech - disfluencies per word in spontaneous English 
speech vary from 5-10% (Shriberg 1999). From a pragmatic perspective, fillers such as uh 
and um announce delays in speaking; they offer extra time for the speaker to search for the 
desired word or the adequate syntactic structure, which may not be accessible at that very 
moment (Clark and Fox Tree 2002). Shriberg (2001) further notes that disfluencies tend to 
occur predominantly in utterance-initial positions. The present paper explores these 
utterance-initial phrases on a prosodic level and within the framework of our current 
National Science Foundation (NSF) research project “Quantitative Approaches to 
Geolinguistics of Swiss-German Prosody”. 

Swiss-German dialects are used by all Swiss speakers in nearly every 
communicative situation. It is thus not exceptional, for instance, that a member of the 
Swiss Government, who participates in a TV broadcast with a director of a bank, would 
discuss political issues in his/her own dialect. This underlines the fact that there are no 
significant differences in terms of the prestige between the dialects and is one of the 
reasons why Swiss-German dialects have been examined reasonably well on most 
linguistic levels. There is, however, a lack of prosodic descriptions of the dialects. This is 
where the current project pitches in: in recording two Alpine and two Midland dialects, 
we try to work out a gross geolinguistic model that is geared at revealing the main 
prosodic features of these dialects. In four different places (Bern, Zürich, Brig, and Chur), 
20-30 subjects are recorded. The data is collected via spontaneous interviews that include 
questions regarding the informants’ goals after graduation, what they do in their next 
vacation etc. The prosodically most relevant parameters, time and fundamental frequency, 
are then extracted and modeled. The comparison of the subjects from each location allows 
for a distinction to be made between region-specific and individual prosodic 
characteristics. The comparison between the different recording locations offers insight 
into the geolinguistic structure of prosody.  

With respect to modeling the intonation and the timing of individual speakers and 
speaker groups, however, we encountered the following problem: it is a well-known fact 
that within a conversation setting prosody varies according to discourse structure. Brown 
et al. (1980) concluded that new topics, which are regularly introduced by question 
answer pairs, are often presented in a comparatively higher pitch. Longer pauses, too, 



 

have been associated with shifts in topic (ibid.), and speech rate also varies according to 
discourse structure. The question thus arose of how such distinct discourse structure-
related differences in prosody could be incorporated in the models resulting from our 
project.  

From the above it follows that this study is not only phonetic in its nature but also 
conversation analytic. We want to scrutinize the acoustic correlates of utterance-initial 
phrases; phrases, which must be viewed in the larger context of the conversation, because 
they are articulated by speakers who are randomly and spontaneously chosen by the 
researcher. This conversation analytic aspect will be attended to in the first section of this 
paper, followed by the discussion of the phonetic component. To establish the link 
between phonetic research, i.e. prosody research in our case, and conversation analysis 
(hereafter CA), it is then shown that, despite the vast amount of literature on prosodic 
features of phrase-final structures, it seems that little research has been conducted on the 
prosodic features of spontaneous utterance-initial phrases and phrase-initial features.  
 
1 CONVERSATION ANALYSIS AND PHONETICS 
 
1.1 Conversation analytic component 
For Harvey Sacks conversation analysis is the study that “seeks to describe methods 
persons use in doing social life […].” (1984: 25). A core concept in CA is that of turn-
taking, i.e. “[t]he talk of one party bounded by the talk of others […], with turn-taking 
being the process through which the party doing the talk of the moment is changed” 
(Goodwin 1981: 2). Sacks et al. (1974) designed a set of rules that account for places 
where a next turn can be anticipated. Among other things, these instances of possible turn-
takings, which they refer to as transition-relevance places, are enacted with signals, such 
as discourse markers as well as syntactic and semantic features in the ongoing turn. More 
importantly, in the context of the present study, prosodic features such as pausing, 
duration of segments, and intonation constitute further turn-yielding signals (Taboada 
2006: 7). Selting and Couper-Kuhlen (1996: 11) welcome the fact that CA, as a socially 
oriented approach towards the study of language, has acknowledged the importance of 
prosodic features in language-in-interaction, as opposed to studying prosody from a 
structuralist point of view. 

This overlap between CA and phonetics is also appreciated by Local (2003: 1), 
who adds that despite the large number of available corpora of spontaneous speech 
surprisingly little has been used for further, talk-in-interaction, analyses. Local poses 
questions of the following nature “[h]ow do speakers/listeners manipulate fine phonetic 
detail in producing and interpreting the moment-to-moment flow of everyday 
conversation?” (ibid.). This is, in fact, one of the aspects conversation analysts have not 
addressed thoroughly enough, so Selting and Couper-Kuhlen (1996).  

For the transcription process, conversation analysts more often than not apply 
Jefferson’s transcription system (cf. Jefferson 2004 – for the German 
'Gesprächsanalytisches Transkriptionssystem' see Selting et al. 1998), with the aim of 
capturing talk as it occurs in daily conversations, “[…] in all its apparent messiness […]” 
(Hutchby and Wooffitt 1998: 75). Such an ambitious goal obviously meets with criticism. 
Kendon (in Hutchby and Woofitt 1998: 76) points out that “[i]t is a mistake to think that 
there can be a truly neutral transcription system […]. Transcriptions, thus, embody 
hypotheses.” In CA’s defense, Hutchby and Wooffitt (ibid.) state two main goals of CA: 
first, to describe the dynamics of turn-taking and second to elucidate the characteristics of 
speech delivery, including prosodic features such as stress, pauses, enunciation, 
intonation, pitch etc. Such transcriptions include, for example, the measurement of pauses 



 

in tenths of seconds (ibid.: 81) or the most literal transcription of laughter as possible 
(ibid.: 83).  

While Local and Kelly (1989b: 204) believe that pausal phenomena and audible 
respiratory activity are consistent in CA, they argue that tempo, pitch, loudness, vowel 
quality, voice quality etc. are often rendered inconsistently and arbitrarily in CA 
transcripts. Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998: 77) take note of such a counter argument, yet 
state that if a CA analyst were to pay closer attention to phonetic phenomena, transcripts 
would go beyond the reader’s understanding thereof. Moreover, conversation analysts 
believe that CA has a different aim, namely “to get as much of the actual sound as 
possible into our transcripts, while still making them accessible to linguistically 
unsophisticated readers” (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974: 734). Such a position is, 
however, problematic as fine phonetic observations can shed light on details in the 
analysis of a conversation that are not revealed if one adheres to such methodologies. 

Clark (1993), for instance, discusses the nature of answer-questions adjacency 
pairs. In answering a question, the respondent often delays his answer. The timing of such 
delays is crucial, as it makes the delay open for interpretation on the part of the questioner. 
Did the respondent not understand the question, not retrieve the required information? 
Can she/he not formulate his response? In order to find answers to such questions, exact 
measurements of pausal duration, measurements beyond stopwatch-timing, need to be 
made. A further example is rising or falling intonation in an answer to a question. Rising 
intonation often denotes uncertainty on the part of the respondent, in contrast to falling 
intonation in an answer, which does not leave open such an ambiguous interpretation. The 
phonetic correlate can be minimal, its interpretation, on the other hand, may not be the one 
intended by the speaker.  

This is, in part, where this study starts off. While CA transcripts may reveal that 
utterance-initial phrases are indeed prosodically different from the rest of the utterance, 
we want to illustrate what this looks like on a more detailed level. This is achieved by 
means of instrumental analyses (fundamental frequency measurements and pause 
measurements). In other words, we want to bring to light the prosodic features of 
utterance-initial phrases as provided by a speaker who, heteronomously, provides answers 
to our questions.  
 
1.2 Phonetic component 
First descriptions of German prosody date from the late 19th century with the emergence 
of phonetics. Even early monographs on Swiss-German dialects (Vetsch 1910, Wipf 1910 
and others) hold sections on dialectal prosody. However, early impressionistic 
descriptions that included statements on the geolinguistic distribution of prosodic patterns 
(Bremer 1893, Sievers 1912) could not be verified until the present day (Gilles 2005). 
Based on perception models, Isa!enko and Schädlich (1964) built models for sentence 
intonation which questioned the prevailing syntax based models (Bierwisch 1966). These 
were revised by communicative oriented descriptions (Féry 1993, Selting 1995). Actual 
research on linguistic-based German prosody mainly has three branches: prosody as part 
of pragmatics (e. g. Kohler 1991) and interaction (Selting 1995), phonological 
representation of intonation (e. g. Grice & Baumann 2002, Gibbon 1998), and variationist 
research on differences of regional prosody (e. g Gilles 2005, Peters 2004, Siebenhaar 
2004, Siebenhaar et al. 2004). In addition, speech technology views prosody from a 
technology-based perspective.  

Results from studies that describe standard German – which in some regions is 
still more of a construct than a real norm, especially in prosody – can only be referred to 
as a background to our dialect data. Kohler's (1987, 1991) perception studies on the 



 

communicative function of pitch alignment as well as the descriptions and perceptive tests 
of the interplay between different phonetic aspects in determining phrase boundaries in 
spontaneous speech (B. Peters et al. 2005), are based on a German standard. However, it 
is not mentioned that this is the standard German spoken in Northern Germany. 
Correspondingly, Atterer and Ladd (2004) have shown that even in laboratory read speech 
there are prosodic differences in standard German that can be reduced to regional aspects. 
They have shown that speakers from southern Germany generally show later peaks than 
speakers from northern Germany do. Consequently, regional intonation has become a 
focus of research in the last decade as seen in publications by Gilles, Peters, Selting, and 
Auer. They describe intonation patterns that are specific to a region or that have a 
different communicative function, in one region as opposed to another. Their work is 
grounded in the description of the contours of final nucleus syllables in their functional 
distinction of termination and continuation. The comparison shows a geolinguistic 
difference between southern and northern regions with preferences for different patterns, 
but the phonetic distinctions are not as apparent as they are on the segmental level (Gilles 
2005).  

Siebenhaar and co-workers (Siebenhaar 2004, Siebenhaar et al. 2004, Häsler et al. 
2005) made first modern attempts at a description of Swiss-German dialectal prosody. 
The prosody of interviews of three speakers from two different dialect regions is analyzed 
in such a way as to subsequently formulate models for a dialectal speech synthesis system. 
The aim was that the models should build a methodological basis with which to compare 
dialectal prosody. These analyses, indeed, indicate clear differences between the speakers. 
Unfortunately, the results could only partially be traced to dialectal reasons, as the sample 
was too small. However, it can be said that timing seems to be more stable than 
intonation. The results correspond to the findings of Keller (1994, based on data by 
Caelen-Haumont 1991) who demonstrated that the durational domain is subject to more 
rigid constraints than the F0 domain. He showed that duration correlates more between 
speakers within a given syllable than this is the case with F0. The timing models achieve a 
correlation with real data that is nearly as high as that achieved with read speech. While in 
spontaneous speech timing is quite predictable and specific to every linguistic variety, 
intonation seems to be more variable and dependent on situational and/or functional 
factors.  

The mentioned descriptions of German prosody focus on either timing, peak 
alignment of accents, or on the intonation contours of final nucleus syllables. Utterance-
initial phrases, however, have not been researched extensively. 
 
1.3 Prosodic features of utterance-initial phrases 
With respect to turn-medial and turn-final phrases, Stephens and Beattie (1986) found that 
subjects who are presented with an audio recording were able to discriminate between 
turn-final and turn-medial utterances in the case of disagreements in conversation, thus 
highlighting the role of prosodic features in the regulation of turn-taking. In the analysis 
of an interview with Margaret Thatcher, Beattie et al. (1982) suggest that non-verbal turn-
yielding signals include a low drop in pitch and loudness. Maclay and Osgood (1959: 20) 
propose that pausal phenomena, too, serve to identify the end of phrases and sentences. In 
comparison to research on turn-medial/turn-final utterances, turn-initial phrases have not 
been investigated as thoroughly. 

Much of the research in the context of prosodic features of utterance-initial phrases 
has evolved around analyses of fillers in terms of their intonation and duration (cf. 
Shriberg 1999, Swerts 1998), and not around the acoustic analysis of entire turn-initial 
phrases as such. Analogously, there is abundant literature on the pragmatic (cf. e.g. Clark 



 

1993, Corley 2003, Clark and Fox Tree 2002) and social psychological (cf. e.g. Cook and 
Lalljee 1973, Siegman and Pope 1965) contextualization of such discourse markers. In 
describing the acoustic correlates of disfluent speech, Shriberg (1999) mentions that the 
lengthening of syllables before the actual point of interruption is a typical feature of 
everyday, disfluent speech. Despite the duration modification in lengthened syllables, 
however, the fundamental frequency remains largely unaffected. Further she shows how 
vowels of filled pauses, most often acoustically similar to schwa, are articulated 
significantly longer than where the same vowel occurs in fluent contexts. With respect to 
the intonation of filled pauses, Shriberg finds a low F0 and a linear or a slightly gradual 
fall in pitch. Swerts (1998), alternatively, examines a possible correlation between filled 
pauses and discourse structure. He shows that pause fillers are more likely to occur in 
initial-phrases, if preceded by major discourse boundaries. Additionally, he concludes that 
the fillers in initial-phrases are segmentally as well as suprasegmentally different from 
those in phrase-medial or phrase-final positions. 
 
2 METHODS  
 
Given the assumption that utterance-initial phrases are prosodically different from 
utterance-medial or utterance-final phrases, it needs to be clarified how such a hypothesis 
can be tested. The data used in this study was retrieved from a corpus of spontaneous 
speech that was collected within the National Science Foundation (NSF) research project 
“Quantitative Approaches to Geolinguistics of Swiss-German Prosody” at the University 
of Berne. 25 subjects, all of whom attended grammar school and were aged between 18-
22 at the point of the documentation, were recorded in Brig, which represents the Western 
alpine variety of Swiss-German. 25 subjects were recorded in Berne, a city that stands for 
the Western midland dialects of the country. From this pool of recordings, 16 were used 
for analyses in this paper: eight Valais (four female, four male) and eight Bernese (four 
female, four male) recordings. Given the premise that all Swiss speakers are able to 
understand each others’ dialects, as the entire spectrum of dialects is present in the media, 
the interviewer spoke in his local dialect. Accommodation phenomena are not expected on 
the part of either the interviewer or the interviewees, except perhaps in the case of 
interviewees who speak the Valais dialect (Schnidrig 1986). 

With the aim of extracting as much spontaneous language as possible, the subjects 
were asked to answer a number of questions as part of a spontaneous interview. The 
interview consisted of questions such as “What do you think you will do once you have 
graduated?”, “What do you do in your spare time?”, “What does your next vacation look 
like?” etc. This form of interview is considered the most suitable method with which to 
collect naturally occurring language, since it sheds broader light on non-marked language 
use with a stranger. The interview constitutes roughly half of each of the 20-minute 
recording sessions. As said by Selting (1995: 243ff), such questions present non-
restrictive, open questions, along with a renewed focusing (WH-questions or verb-first 
questions). The subject’s answer comprises the beginning of a narrative contribution to 
the conversation. 

The conversation between the researcher and the informant was manually labeled 
with PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink 2006). What was of interest to us were the answers 
of the interviewees to questions of the interviewers. If appropriate, the first label that 
pertained to the subject is a filled pause (FP). Secondly, the first phrase (PHRASE) was 
marked off from the rest of the utterance (REST). This analysis was carried out on a 
perceptual basis: changes in intonation, pauses, and final lengthening were regarded as 
indicators for phrase boundaries. Possibly occurring non-filled pauses (#) between the 



 

question and the PHRASE were labeled as well. Various measuring points were elicited. 
The most relevant ones are summarized below:  
 
-A possible # preceding and/or following an FP. 
-The type of FP: aa, ää, mm, ja (= yes), ja+(=”yes” plus other particle), also (“well”), 
“vowel” (= all   other vowels), “repetition” (= repetition of a word of the question), nei (= 
“no”), “conjunction”, and ts. It has to be stressed that 'real' ja, nei (yes/no) answers do not 
count as FP but as PHRASE. 
-The sequence of #FP#, PHRASE, and REST (i.e. which of these components was present 
in the answer to the interviewer’s question). 
-Type of literal question (yes/no,1 open). 
-Fundamental frequency (F0) mean for each FP, PHRASE, REST occurrence. 
-differences in F0 (in %) between FP/PHRASE and PHRASE/REST. 
-FP duration in ms for each occurrence. 
-Duration of # before FP in ms. 
 
In the following sections, the findings of our study are described and discussed. Our 
concerns are fourfold: firstly, we explore whether or not utterance-initial phrases, as 
provided by the speakers in the sample at hand, are prosodically different from the rest of 
the utterance. Secondly, if there are differences, we question whether they can be 
attributed to the specific dialect regions. Thirdly, if they cannot be attributed to the 
speakers’ dialectal backgrounds, we address what other factors they could be attributed to. 
Lastly, we want to attend to some of the repercussions of these findings for our current 
project and, from a broader perspective, on prosody research per se.  
 
3 DATA ANALYSES 
 
The following analyses focus on some of the relevant distinctions that could be extracted 
from our data. The first section deals with the use of pauses while the second addresses 
the fundamental frequency. 
 
3.1 Use of pauses 
First insights revealed a different use of filled and empty pauses between the two speaker 
groups. 
 
3.1.1 FPs and type of question 
The first issue that needs to be addressed is whether or not the type of question - open 
question or literal yes/no question - has an impact on the type of FP. The result of a 
contingency test is not significant. Thus, each type of FP is equally possible in the replies 
to both types of questions for speakers of both dialect groups.  
 
3.1.2 FPs and #s 
The total amount of answers the students provided comprises 353, out of which the 
speakers delivered 251 turn-initiations with an FP, i.e. in 71.1% of the cases they provided 
some sort of hesitation marker in their answers. In 50% of these FPs there is a preceding 
#, in 27% the FP is preceded and followed by a #, in 17% the FP stood alone, and in 5% 
the FP follows the question directly without a #, but it is followed by a #. If we look at the 
type of FP that was used by the students, we get the following distribution, Figure 1:  

                                                 
1 These yes/no questions were also intended to be open questions, yet it turned out that they were 
formulated as "Can you tell me what you want to do after school?“ which literally is a yes/no question. 
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Figure 1: Frequency distribution of FP types.2 
 
The distinction between FPs with no semantic meaning and FPs with minimal semantic 
meaning does not show any significant differences. With a frequency of nearly 40%, ja is 
by far the most recurrent type of FP. Therefore, this positive feedback (which is different 
from the ja, denoting an answer to a yes/no-question) indicates a generally positive 
attitude on the part of the interviewee towards the interviewer. 

Further tests showed that there are differences between our Valais and Bernese 
speakers in terms of the types of FPs they use. Our Valais speakers use more also, and ja+ 
than Bernese speakers do, while the Bernese fill their pauses with ja and mm more 
frequently. It also has to be considered whether there are differences in the use of FPs in 
their varying sequences, i.e. # following FPs, # preceding FPs, and the duration of # 
before FPs between Valais and Bernese speakers. A contingency analysis of the sequences 
of FPs (FP#, FP, #FP#, and #FP) between Bernese and Valais speakers suggests that they 
make use of or omit # differently, cf. Table 1: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: Contingency table of FPs by Bernese and Valais speakers.  
 
The contingency table indicates that #FP and FP alone are used more often by the Bernese 
speakers with nearly 53% and 23% respectively - while the Valais speakers show a large 
number of #FP#, namely 38%. Overall, the Valais speakers use significantly more #s to 
frame the FP than Bernese speakers do. In fact, these differences are significant for # 
before FP and after FP.3  

A further test is used to address another significant issue, namely whether the #s 
before FPs provided by Valais speakers are quantitatively different from those of the 
Bernese speakers. An ANOVA indicates that this is indeed the case; it turns out that the #s 
before the FPs of the Valais speakers (777 ms) are significantly longer than those of the 
Bernese speakers (601 ms).4 When looking at the duration of the FPs, we find a mean of 
480 ms. The Valais speakers’ FPs tend to be longer than those of the Bernese speakers, 
but the difference is just under significant.  
 
 

                                                 
2 ja+ stands for the filler ja and a subsequent sequence of sounds, such as /ja: *m:/ or /ja: 
d*s:/ which corresponds to yes, um and yes, that. 
3 # before FP: Fisher’s Exact Test, 2-Tail, p=0.04; # after FP: Fisher’s Exact Test, 2-Tail, p=0.0009. 
4 F = 5.9917, p = 0.0152, DF = 1. 
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52.9% 
30 
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4.5% 
WS 53 
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43 

37.4% 
12 

10.4% 
7 

6.1% 
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3.1.3 Summary and discussion 
If we recapitulate these findings, we get the following differences between Bernese and 
Valais speakers: the type of FP used and the duration thereof for the two groups is 
different. Both groups use or omit # differently. The Valais speakers have more # after 
and before FPs, and the Valais speakers’ #s before the FPs tend to be longer. The reasons 
for these differences remain unclear. Valais speakers may have had more production 
difficulty than Bernese speakers, possibly they were less comfortable with the discussed 
topics, or they may have been less honest in answering the questions as opposed to the 
Bernese speakers. These are some of the aspects that need to be taken into consideration 
for the interpretation of filled and empty pauses, so Fox Tree (2002). Pope and Siegman 
(1965) assume that interview questions that are low in specificity may correlate with 
caution and hesitation markers in the interviewee’s speech. However, frequency counts 
show that both groups are asked a nearly identical number of open or yes/no questions. 
Therefore, it may be that the interviewers’ questions in the Valais recordings were 
perceived as having a low degree in specificity. While such explanations need to be 
viewed as possible causes, it seems more likely, however, that the results can in fact be 
ascribed to the different dialect regions. This different use of pauses can be viewed as 
evidence for regionally different communicative behavior, which should be taken into 
account by conversation analysts. 
 
3.2 Fundamental frequencies  
At this stage, we need to contemplate the fundamental frequency of FPs in the larger 
context of the FP-PHRASE-REST sequence. The following calculations were made by 
using the F0% values, where the basis for every subject is its mean F0 of the REST. This 
is beneficial in that subjects with different fundamental frequencies can directly be 
compared. The results indicate that there are two distinct patterns of F0 distribution from 
FP to PHRASE to REST. On the one hand, there is a gradual declination in F0 as the 
speaker progresses from the FP to the PHRASE to the REST. An example of this pattern 
is the F0% distribution of subject BE01m given in Figure 2:5 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Gradual declination of 
F0% from FP to PHRASE to 
REST.6 
 

Out of 16 speakers, five seem to adhere to this pattern of F0 declination. In stark contrast, 
however, all the other speakers pursue a different pattern of F0 modification in the course 

                                                 
5 BE01m stands for Bern, subject Nr. 1, male; WS stands for Wallis, i.e. Valais. 
6 What looks like a diamond in these figures indicates the confidence interval (95%), while the dots show 
the dispersion, and the diamond-central line the median. 
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of the FP to the PHRASE to the REST: low F0 in FP to high F0 in PHRASE to low F0 in 
REST, which may take a shape as depicted in Figure 3 (subject WS25f): 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Low – high – low F0%-
pattern from FP to PHRASE to 
REST. 
 
 

The fact that all observed speakers can be placed in either of these groups is quite 
extraordinary. Both patterns show a declination in F0 from PHRASE to REST; yet, what 
causes an FP to be higher or lower in F0 from the following first PHRASE? The 
following section addresses factors that may affect these F0 patterns, including regional 
variation, type of FP, sex, and the type of question. 
 
3.2.1 Regional variation 
In order to find out whether regional variation may be the cause for these patterns, the 
relative overall means (%) of FP-PHRASE-REST of the two groups were compared. 
Whether there are significant differences in F0 between FP-PHRASE-REST in the 
Bernese group and in the Valais group was tested with a oneway ANOVA. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Oneway Analysis of 
F0% by FP, PHRASE, REST, 
Bernese speakers. 
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Figure 5: Oneway Analysis of 
F0% by FP, PHRASE, REST, 
Valais speakers. 
 

While for the Bernese speakers (Figure 4) the PHRASE and the FP demonstrate 
significant differences from the REST, the FP is not significantly different from the 
PHRASE.7 The t test confirms that the differences between the PHRASE and the REST, 
the FP and the REST, as well as between the PHRASE and the FP are significant within 
the Valais group of speakers (Figure 5).8 These results allow for the conclusion that in the 
sample at hand, utterance-initial phrases are indeed different in terms of their F0 as 
opposed to the following phrases. More importantly, however, the results show that 
whether or not a speaker follows the low-high-low or the declination pattern is not 
contingent upon the speaker variety. 
 
3.2.2 Type of FP 
A contingency table (Table 2) should reveal a possible connection between the type of FP 
and the rise or fall of F0 from FP to PHRASE. As Bernese and Valais subjects show the 
same tendencies of F0 patterning, both groups were examined together, which allows the 
running of a Chi-Square-Test with all cells having expected counts above 5. This Chi-
Square test results in a significant difference between the cells, cf. Table 2.9 
 

Count 
Col % 

also ja ja+ mm “vowel”  

fall 3 
12.0% 

47 
51.7% 

11 
37.9% 

11 
61.1% 

13 
25.0% 

85 

rise 22 
88.0% 

44 
48.4% 

18 
62.1% 

7 
38.9% 

39 
75.0% 

130 

25 91 29 18 52 215 
 
Table 2: Contingency table of rise or fall from FP to PHRASE by FP type (FP types with 
a frequency lower than 10 were excluded). 
 
Results indicate that for every type of FP, both F0 movements from FP to the following 
PHRASE (rise and fall) are possible. For mm, however, a falling movement is more 
likely, while for a “vowel”, ja+, and also, a rising movement is more probable. An 
assumed interrelation between fall and rise on the one hand and open and literal yes/no 
questions (cf. 3.2.4) on the other does not show significant differences, except for ja+. A 
literal yes/no question that is answered with a ja+ can equally be realized with a higher or 

                                                 
7 T-Test PHRASE-REST: p =2.06e-9, T-Test FP-REST: p=0.0000014, T-Test PHRASE-FP: p=0.419. 
8 T-Test PHRASE-REST: p =3.22e-8, T-Test FP-REST: p=0.0021, T-Test PHRASE-FP: p=0.0236. 
9 Chi-Square: p=0.0002 
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lower fundamental frequency than the following PHRASE, while the answer to an open 
question is normally (10/11) realized with an FP lower in F0 than the following PHRASE. 
At this point, a finer distinction of the FPs’ communicative functions could provide a 
more precise picture.  
 
3.2.3 Sex 
To find out whether the speakers’ sex has an impact on the F0 of the FP, an ANOVA is 
run of the F0% factored by the speakers’ sex. The results show that the Bernese speakers 
do not show significant differences between male and female speakers.10 The Valais 
speakers, conversely, demonstrate differences in the F0 between the two sexes that are 
below a threshold level of .05,11 see Figure 6:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Oneway Analysis of F0% by 
female/male Valais speakers. 

 
The diagram suggests that the Valais women’s fundamental frequency of the FPs is below 
the fundamental frequency of the REST, while that of the men is somewhat higher. Yet, 
this difference between Valais men and women does not depend on the fact that only the 
men keep to both patterns while only the women draw on the low-high-low pattern. The 
men do not show any F0% differences that are contingent upon the patterns they adhere 
to. Thus, in the case of these eight subjects, it is the difference between the men and the 
women that is significant. 
 
3.2.4 Type of question 
It was of further interest to explore whether the type of question has an influence on the 
F0 of the FP and on the first PHRASE. First, tests showed that no positive correlation 
exists between the type of question (literal yes/no, open) and the F0 of the FP. Second, 
there is a clear correspondence between the type of question and the F0 of the first 
PHRASE. For both varieties, the mean F0 value for answers to open questions was 
significantly (3 %) higher than in answers to yes/no questions.12 Furthermore, it turned out 
that Valais speakers showed a distinct pattern of behavior in relation to the succession of 
FP and first PHRASE in answers to open questions as opposed to yes/no questions (cf. 
Table 3). 
 
 
 

                                                 
10 F=3.28; p=0.0723, DF=1. 
11 F=12.06; p=0.0008, DF=1. 
12 F=13.77; p=0.0002; DF=1. 



 

Count 
Col % 

yes/no open  

fall 26 
44.8% 

13 
25.0% 

39 

rise 32 
55.2% 

39 
75.0% 

71 

 58 52 110 
 
Table 3: Contingency table of rise or fall from FP to PHRASE by question type for Valais 
speaker. 
 
While the F0 could equally rise or fall from the FP to the first PHRASE for answers to 
yes/no questions, the answers to open questions showed a significantly higher share of 
rising movements.13 The Bernese subjects demonstrate the same tendency, yet without 
significant differences. 

Additionally, a possible connection between the question types and the F0 pattern 
(low-high-low or declination pattern) was tested. It turned out that answers to yes/no 
questions have a similar rise or fall from FP to PHRASE for both groups. Differences can 
be detected in answers to open questions (cf. Table 4), however, where speakers with a 
declination pattern do not show a preference for rise or fall, while speakers with a low-
high-low pattern prefer a rise. This means that the speakers with a declination pattern 
answer yes/no and open questions similarly, while the subjects that adhere to the low-
high-low pattern prefer a fall in F0 from FP to PHRASE when answering yes/no 
questions. 
 

Count 
Col % 

Declination Low-high-
low 

 

fall 25 
53.2% 

21 
24.4% 

46 

rise 22 
46.8% 

65 
75.6% 

87 

 47 86 133 
 
Table 4: Contingency table of rise or fall from FP to PHRASE by F0 Pattern for open 
questions. 
 
3.2.5 Summary and discussion 
The above results can be summarized as follows: we encounter two patterns of F0 from 
FP-PHRASE-REST. On the one hand, there is a gradual declination pattern in F0, while 
on the other hand there is a low-high-low pattern in F0. We also found that this pattern 
could not be attributed to either Valais dialect or Bernese dialect. Yet it can be said that 
utterance-initial phrases are significantly higher than the remaining phrases. Concerning 
the type of FP, results show that every type of FP could either be higher or lower than the 
first PHRASE but that a simple “vowel”, ja+ or also, were predominantly followed by a 
rise to the PHRASE, while mm was followed by a downstep to the PHRASE. Speakers of 
both dialect groups show the same behavior. Answers to open questions are normally 
realized with a rise from FP to the first PHRASE, while answers to yes/no questions are 
equally realized with a rise or a fall. This distinction is significant for Valais speakers. 
While Bernese speaker show the same conduct, it is not statistically significant.  

                                                 
13 Fisher’s Exact Test, 2-Tail, p=0.0453. 



 

It seems that the rise or fall from FP to PHRASE depends on the type of question, yet only 
in correlation with the speakers’ dialect background. However, the  type of F0 pattern he 
or she adheres to generally seems to play an equally important role. With respect to the 
first discovery, one can, of course, only conjecture. It could be that the Valais speakers’ 
pitch range, which is wider than other Swiss-German (including the Bernese) dialects, is 
one of the causes for the significant differences of the Valais speakers vis-à-vis the 
Bernese. The second finding may be an issue for conversation analysts in that the drawing 
of conclusions based on the observation of fundamental frequency changes in utterance-
initial positions is exacerbated. The F0 pattern and the interpretation thereof may be due 
to individual differences or differences related to the speaker’s specific dialect 
background. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The present study on prosodic aspects of utterance-initial phrases and utterance-initial 
filled pauses has touched upon an area of research that, in the context of Swiss-German 
and German in general, has largely been unprecedented. First, it was shown how the 
speakers use filled and empty pauses differently. The key hypothesis was whether 
utterance-initial phrases show differences in prosody from the rest of the utterance. This 
hypothesis can be verified for the present sample. The two speaker groups show 
significant differences in F0 between the FP, the PHRASE, and the REST. A low-high-
low pattern as well as gradual declination pattern in F0 was detected. These patterns 
cannot be ascribed to regional variation nor to the speakers’ sex; yet the number of pauses 
and their duration do indicate regional differences. 

The repercussions of these findings for our current NSF project are considerable. 
If an intonation and/or timing model of each of the dialects is established, these utterance-
initial phrases must either be excluded from the model, so as not to skew its explanatory 
power, or they must be accounted for in detail and included within the models in a 
sensible way. From a general prosodic perspective, these findings underline the fact that 
models of prosody should take into consideration the context of an utterance within the 
conversation. The models ought to be adapted accordingly. From a CA perspective, these 
results show that it is sensible to have precise prosodic information not only on the 
phonological but also on the phonetic level, as minor differences on the suprasegmental 
level may alter the meaning of an utterance. Further, the interpretation of phonetic 
information must be viewed with respect to regional differences, as speakers embedded in 
one dialectal context can make use of phonetic distinctions differently than speakers of 
another dialect area, with a different communicative behavior, do. In addition, it would be 
interesting to examine individual choices of phonetic patterns.  

It is evident that this piece of research only scratches the surface. A thorough 
analysis of our data from a conversation analytic point of view would allow for the 
assignment of different communicative functions to various filled pauses, which would in 
turn provide further explanatory power to different phonetic patterns. Also, the different 
functions of the questions and answers within the communicative context could be 
considered. Despite this need for further research within our project, the paper at hand 
shows a possible scenario for further work on the interface between phonetics and 
conversation analysis. 
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